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Critical review on data and information (given by applicant or other parties) 

The supporting document from Stannol mentions several alternatives that are in line with the 
requirements of the RoHS Directive, but that none of them is appropriate to replace the lead 
and/or cadmium containing solders in this safety relevant application. So far there are no 
hints giving different evidence.  

However, meanwhile there are some hints that competitors may have found ways to produce 
these power transformers in line with the requirements of the RoHS Directive. This needs 
some further investigations in order to make sure the competitors’ products are comparable 
to the applicant’s products.  

Additionally, the applicant mentions that switched mode power transformers technologically 
are a RoHS compliant alternative to the AC/DC power transformers and will replace them in 
the next 10 years. As this technology is already available as a substitute, there is no need for 
an exemption for AC/DC power transformers.  

Thus, the exemption request only remains relevant for AC/AC linear power transformers in 
the performance range of 3 – 20 W, which switched mode power transformers cannot 
replace. Here, the competitors’ RoHS conform solutions need to be investigated further to 
check whether they can be produced in line with the requirements of the RoHS Directive 
nevertheless. 

5.2.3 Final recommendation 

Since the last report, the situation has changed after the consultants received some hints 
from competitors that they have RoHS compliant solutions for the low melting point alloys in 
thermofuses of linear power transformers. These hints require further investigation before a 
final recommendation for this exemption request is possible. 

5.3 Lead alloys as electrical/mechanical solder for transducers used in 
high-powered professional and commercial loudspeakers – Meyer 
Sound (set 2 request no. 16) 

5.3.1 Description of requested exemption 

Substance: Lead 

Function: solder 

Specific application: transducers in high-powered loudspeakers 

Precise wording: "Lead alloys as electrical/mechanical solder for transducers used in high-
powered professional and commercial loudspeakers" 
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5.3.2 Summary of justification for exemption 

 Criteria for justification: Main reason is reliability due to the unique conditions under 
which these solders are used (stress in the loudspeakers): The applicant claims, that at 
high acoustic power levels the transducer’s solder joints are subjected to continuous 
extreme mechanical and thermal stresses (accelerations up to 5000 g’s and voice-coil 
temperature peaks up to 180°C. To the applicant’s knowledge, lead-based alloys are 
the only proven solder alloys capable of withstanding the stresses produced in 
transducers used for high acoustic power applications. 

 Critical review on data and information (given by applicant or other parties): SFT 
(Norwegian Pollution Control Authority) mentioned in the stakeholder consultation: 
"...lead-free solders exist and have been used by other professional sound equipment 
manufacturers. Alternatives like mechanical connections can also be used if all other 
fails". "Mechanical connections" (SFT) will hardly be suitable to replace "electrical 
solder". The stakeholders have been asked to provide further details (applications and 
manufacturers) on alternatives as their comments in the stakeholder consultation have 
been quite vague. They have not been able to provide further details.  

Competitors have been asked to report their status of lead-free transition for this 
specific application, namely JVC, Yamaha, Bose and Harman. It turned out, that JVC is 
not serving the same market segment with their loudspeakers (no “high-powered 
loudspeakers”, other loudspeakers are RoHS compliant). Harman points out, that they 
are supporting the request for exemption, but ask to have covered also Cd containing 
solders for transducers as this is their relevant product / application. They have been 
advised to submit a separate request for exemption and their issue is not dealt further 
with under this request. 

AKG Acoustics, another loudspeaker manufacturer, supported the request for exemption 
within the stakeholder process, but it turned out, that they target at an exemption for 
loudspeakers more in general, providing a study by Elektrisola on concerns regarding 
leadfree soldering of enamelled copper wires – the major part in transducers of 
loudspeakers. As their request would broaden the scope of the initial request 
significantly, they have been advised also to submit a separate request for exemption 
instead. Bose did not respond to our request. 

Yamaha confirmed to have established a RoHS compliant alternative (leadfree solder 
with a higher melting point) and that all their “Pro Audio” speakers to be made in or after 
April 2006 are supposed to be RoHS compliant. Yamaha gets the transducers from a 
supplier. The used solder system is a SAC (tin-silver-copper) alloy. The applicant Meyer 
Sound has been informed, but they explained, that their request covers a product 
segment not covered by Yamaha: “To our knowledge, Yamaha only markets and sells 
lines of loudspeakers which operate at relatively low power levels and which are 
appropriate for the consumer market and the so-called musical instrument (MI) market. 
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Generally, consumer products are less powerful than MI products, and MI products are 
less powerful than loudspeakers manufactured for professional and commercial 
applications“. Meyer Sound in their reply elaborates further on this difference it is 
becomes clear, that the Yamaha solution is not transferable to the “high-powered” 
segment. 

Yamaha also pointed out a press release: “one of the world best-known high-powered 
speaker manufacturers, Electro Voice, has also announced their products will be lead-
free and RoHS compliant on and after July 2006.” An inquiry for details at Electro Voice 
(EVI / Telex) lead to the following statement: They support the Meyer Sound request and 
point out similar problems. Telex has checked different alternatives, such as “ultra sonic 
welding, crimp type connections, and adhesive type bonds [for voice coil connections] 
without successful results“. Telex confirms, that only the high-powered product range is 
subject to missing alternatives due to serious reliability problems. 

Upon request to give further evidence, also the applicant points to the Elektrisola study. 
As this study is from 2003 a request has been sent to Elektrisola, a leading manufacturer 
of enamelled wires, to get to know an update of the 2003 results, but Elektrisola 
commented, that they are not able to give a more detailed input on this specific issue. 

5.3.3 Final recommendation 

Based on the evidence provided by the applicant and competitors we recommend to grant an 
exemption with the wording proposed below. 

Regarding the precise wording for an exemption a clear definition of "high-powered" is 
required to make a clear difference to all other loudspeakers; "professional and commercial" 
might not be needed in the wording, once "high-powered" is defined; as all solders are either 
"electrical" or "mechanical" or both the phrase "electrical/mechanical" is not needed. Upon 
request the applicant suggested as definition for “high-powered”: designed to operate for 
several hours at acoustic power levels of 125 dB SPL and above. Consequently, a precise 
wording would be: “Lead alloys as solder for transducers used in high-powered 
(designed to operate for several hours at acoustic power levels of 125 dB SPL1 and 
above) loudspeakers”. 

                                                           

 

 
1 Sound Pressure Level 
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compliant RIG Faraday rotators is feasible with regard to supply chain problems and to 
reliability in communication systems. 

6.4.3 Final recommendation (update 05/07/06) 

Against the background and regarding the criteria given in Article 5 (1) (b) there is no reason 
to grant this exemption request. Taking into account that the environmental impact of 
granting or not granting the exemption request is negligible the question behind any decision 
is more about competitiveness and innovation on the market. 

6.5 Add-on to report 7 section 5.3 – “Lead alloys as electrical/mechanical 
solder for transducers used in high-powered professional and commercial 
loudspeakers” – Meyer Sound (set 2 request no. 16) 

Clarification concerning the wording: 

The term "several hours" was introduced to make a distinction between continuously 
operating loudspeaker systems (concert halls etc.) and e.g. emergency loudspeakers (as for 
this field of application no exemption was requested and seems not to be justified as the 
continuous operation - in conjunction with the high Sound Pressure Level (SPL) - is the 
critical point, which stresses the joints extremely). 

However, such emergency loudspeaker cases at these SPL seem to be of a very minor 
market relevance (no data available for this market segment, but much more likely to be part 
of fixed installations anyhow). Unfortunately, there is no clear threshold value to define where 
"several hours" begins (we are not aware of any such investigations to figure out such a 
threshold value and the applicant with his products is obviously well beyond such threshold 
values anyway). From our understanding of the technology, 2 hours might be an appropriate 
duration, but even in this case it has to be noted, that the sound system in almost all cases 
does not work continuously at 125 dB and above, as there are usually breaks (between 
individual songs and variations within a piece of music). Therefore, also the term "...operating 
for at least two hours at acoustic power levels..." still would leave a grey area 
(CONTINUOUSLY operating above this level? Which in practice most likely never will be the 
case; or: IN TOTAL (adding up the times above 125 dB) operating above this level? Which 
would need a standardised test procedure). Deleting the term "several hours" would make 
the scope of the exemption much clearer, but might lead to a slightly broader scope indeed 
(but see also the fixed installation argument above).   The term SPL (sound pressure level) is 
a well introduced and defined term and part of product specifications (as well as of product 
marketing) - therefore, SPL needs no further explanation / definition. 




